
The Highlands at Pittsford 

Food Forum – September 1, 2021 

22 residents in person 

4 residents on Zoom 

Management:  Andy Trepanier, Michael Wasylko, Ivia Rivera 

 

Andy recapped some of the key items from the August 4th Food Forum: 

 In an effort to involve residents more in menu choices, Andy had introduced the concept of having 

residents vote for the “static” menu items and, based on popularity, the menu could evolve from there.  

Static items are those that remain the same, i.e., Salmon, Amish Chicken. 

 Although well-received by those at the August Food Forum, unfortunately, the Dining Committee did 

not concur.  That committee felt strongly that keeping the “static” items consistent was important. 

 Based on the differing opinions, voting is not the best option at this time.  Instead Andy will try some 

other ideas designed to provide residents with greater transparency and inclusion. 

 We are looking into offering more omelet selections, i.e., Western omelet. 

 The biodegradable/compostable take-out containers used at the Foodlink Community Café are 

unfortunately not suitable at HAP for a number of reasons.  A resident strongly encouraged Andy to 

consider other biodegradable containers.  Andy assured her that he is considering other options 

including a reusable product.   

 Font size will be increased on Oneida Room weekly specials menu; paper size will increase from letter 

to legal size.  Andy reminded that meal delivery menu appears on the back. 

 Look for a new format for the dinner menu starting Tues. Sept. 7.  Also bringing back menu jackets.  
 

Open Forum:   Q=Question; A=Answer; C=Comment 

Q:  What can be done to deter residents from taking large quantities of food & drink from the Club Room?  

A:  Other than periodic reminders & signage, there is little else that management can do to “police” this.  

Residents admonishing offenders may help. 

Q:  Would like to see a “deluxe” (more upscale) meal offered in the Oneida Room 1X/week, i.e., lobster tail.  

A:  Please consider having an occasional dinner in the Bistro; the Bistro is designed to provide a more 

upscale dining experience. 

Q:  Please offer HAP chefs the opportunity to showcase their talents; I believe that many residents rely on 

the culinary talents of professionals here & elsewhere.  A:  This is currently done to some extent with the 

Chefs’ Specials.  We are looking into offering cooking demos where the chefs can prepare their special 

dishes, explain the recipe/preparation, and receive recognition for their work. 

Q:  Can more effort be made to strive for authenticity in flavoring ethnic cuisine, i.e., more than simply 

adding soy sauce to Asian food.  A:  This suggestion will be taken into consideration.  Our chefs tend to be 

cautious about over-seasoning as they are trying to please a wide range of palates, including Laurelwood. 

Q:  Could highly flavored dishes be rated on the menu to identify the “heat” level?  A:  We could consider 

adding an icon to show degree of heat/spicy.  Keep in mind that salt, pepper & Tabasco are on the tables to 

allow you to flavor according to your preferences. 

Q:  Please consider featuring an ice cream “flavor of the week”.  A:  Yes, we are reconsidering our ice cream 

offerings.  We may offer a few standard flavors & then rotate special flavors in & out as availability allows. 
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Q:   Please reconsider food portion sizes/offerings at Happy Hour.  A:  Currently under consideration:  

Enhancing food offerings at Happy Hour (more variety, larger portions) in lieu of sit-down dinner on those 

particular nights.  Andy offered to take the following comments about this into consideration & revisit: 

- Happy Hour “dinner” may not appeal to all residents.  Not everyone comes down to Happy Hour. 

- Meal delivery or Café grab-and-go items would be options for those individuals. 

- Implement this idea on a smaller scale - consider featuring 1 item at Happy Hour cooking/tasting station 

& still offer regular dinner service in the dining room. 

Q:  Will you be reintroducing Saturday Breakfast on a regular/monthly basis?  A:  Yes, this is on Andy’s list 

of action items; frequency to be determined. 

Q:  Would you consider offering a “sampler plate” in the dining room so we could taste a number of menu 

options in small portions?  A:  Although the idea is a good one, unfortunately, the execution would be 

difficult.  Andy reminded:  If ever your dinner is not to your liking, please let your server know (in real time) 

and the kitchen will prepare something else for you. 

C:  The menu posted outside the Oneida Room is not current.  A:  Andy acknowledged that we have not 

been in compliance; he will follow-up with the dining team. 

C:  There has been no orange juice in the Club Room for over a week; machine appears to be out-of-order.  

A:  Andy was not aware of this; he will follow-up accordingly. 

Q:  Local/seasonal food is always appreciated; the fresh sweet corn in August was wonderful.  Is there any 

way we could get fresh sweet corn throughout the year?  A:  Unfortunately, fresh corn is not feasible but 

frozen corn is a good alternative. 

Q:  Why is seafood only available on Fridays for meal deliveries?  A:  As previously agreed upon, the catch-

of-the-day does not deliver & reheat well; unfortunately quality is compromised. 

Andy reminded everyone that the Labor Day meal will be served buffet style from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. on 

Sept. 6th.  Reservations are required for all.  Staff will assist at the buffet table. 

A resident closed the meeting on a positive note:  Overall great dining experience here & wonderful staff! 

 

 

Minutes recorded by: 

 

Ellie Forgach 

Administrative Assistant 

                                                   


